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ABSTRACT

Cavity shedding frequencies and structural response of a
rigid metal hydrofoil and two flexible composite hydrofoils
are investigated in a cavitation tunnel. All three hydrofoils have identical geometry with a trapezoidal planform,
span of 0.3 m, 0.12 m root chord tapering to 0.06 m tip
chord and constant NACA0009 section. The composite
hydrofoils have -30◦ and +30◦ nominal fibre alignment
to give positive and negative bend-twist coupling respectively. The hydrofoils were tested at a fixed chord based
Reynolds number of 800,000, a fixed incidence of 6◦ and a
range of cavitation numbers from inception to a supercavity. The cavity shedding frequencies and coupled structural
response of each hydrofoil were measured using highspeed photography and dynamic force measurement using
a six-component force balance. Cavity lengths on the rigid
and flexible hydrofoils are compared with classical analytical theory. Both composite hydrofoils exhibited lock-in
behaviour: the +30◦ hydrofoil at frequencies of 1/2 and
3/2 of the first natural frequency and the -30◦ hydrofoil at
1/2 of the first natural frequency only. At low cavitation
numbers, all three hydrofoils display lock-in at the lower
frequency indicating that cavity shedding dynamics dominates over any FSI response in this region.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hydroelastic tailoring of marine propellers and hydrofoils
using composite materials has the potential to improve their
hydrodynamic performance. In the present context, hydroelastic tailoring is defined as the intentional use of structural and material properties to improve hydrodynamic performance in a broad sense including both static and dynamic behavior. Hydrofoils and propellers may be designed to deform under increasing quasi-steady or dynamically varying applied loads to give improved hydrodynamic
performance compared with rigid or relatively stiff hydrofoils or propellers. It is envisaged that propellers maybe
designed with improved propulsive efficiency as well as re-

duced unsteady or harmonic force components, vibration
and noise emissions. For naval ships, where it is most desirable to reduce vibration and harmonic response due to
spatial and temporal variations of the inflow to propellers
and control surfaces, composites may offer significant advantages over traditional materials.
Traditionally, marine propulsion and control equipment
have been manufactured in metal particularly using nickelaluminium bronze or stainless steel. These conventional
materials offer the advantages of being homogeneous and
isotropic for the purposes of modeling their structural behavior. There is also extensive experience of their design, manufacture and use in the challenging marine environment for both civilian and naval applications (Kerwin
1986). Composite materials are continuously being developed and are now used extensively in aeronautical applications with limited use to date for ship hull and superstructure applications (Mouritz et al 2001). Their use for propellers and control surfaces has to date been more limited
due to the technical difficulties of designing such devices
and the uncertainties over their serviceability and reliability. Nevertheless, composites do offer advantages over traditional materials including reduced weight, corrosion resistance and the potential for hydrodynamic performance
improvement through hydroelastic tailoring (Mouritz et al
2001, Chen et al 2006, Motley et al 2009 & Miller et al
2010).
The dynamic structural behaviour of hydrofoils in response
to unsteadiness in, and interaction with, the surrounding
flow has been of interest for some time. This has been well
summarized for single-phase flow by Ducoin et al (2009)
and for multi-phase flow in a recent review by Young et
al (2017) . The structural response of a flexible hydrofoils
under both fully wetted (e.g. Chae et al 2016 & Chae et al
2017) and cavitating conditions (e.g., Ducoin et al 2012 and
Akcabay et al 2014) is a more recent focus of interest. For
flexible hydrofoils, if the center of pressure is not located
on the elastic axis, flow induced bend-twist coupling can
result, which may be dependent on viscous effects (Chae et
al 2017). For composite hydrofoils, material-induced bendtwist coupling effect can further complicate the response,
as noted in the recent review by (Young et al., 2016). The

Figure 1: Hydrofoil model assembly showing an exploded view of the clamping housing arrangement allowing continuity

of the reinforcing fibers for the CFRP models.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
2.1 Experimental facility

Experiments were carried out in the Cavitation Research
Laboratory (CRL) variable pressure water tunnel at the
Australian Maritime College. The tunnel test section is
0.6 m square by 2.6 m long, in which the operating velocity and pressure ranges are 2 to 12 m/s and 4 to 400
kPa absolute respectively. The tunnel volume is 365 m3 ,
which is filled with demineralized water (conductivity of
order 1 µS/cm). The tunnel has ancillary systems for rapid
degassing and for continuous injection and removal of nuclei and large volumes of incondensable gas. The test section velocity is measured from one of two (low and high
range) Siemens Sitrans P differential pressure transducers
models 7MF4433-1DA02-2AB1-Z and 7MF4433-1FA022AB1-Z (measuring the calibrated contraction differential
pressure) with estimated precisions of 0.007 m/s and 0.018
m/s, respectively. The velocity and pressure in the test section are controlled to maintain a constant Reynolds number
and Cavitation number. The test section velocity is spatially uniform to within ±0.5%, has temporal variations of
less than 0.2%, and the free stream turbulent intensity is
about 0.5%. Detailed descriptions of the facility are given
in Brandner et al (2007) and Doolan et al (2013).
2.2 Hydrofoil details

All hydrofoil models have a NACA 0009 section with an
unswept trapezoidal planform of 0.3 m span, 0.12 m base

chord, and 0.06 m tip chord (aspect ratio 3.33) as shown
in Figure 1. The model trailing edge was made thicker by
adjusting the coefficient of the last term in the NACA four
digit equation as noted below:
y = 5t(0.2969x0.5 − 0.126x − 0.3516x2 + 0.2843x3
− 0.08890x4 ),

(1)

where t is the thickness to chord ratio (0.09 in this case).
This modification has the effect of increasing the thickness gradually from about mid-chord to a maximum at the
trailing edge, increasing the thickness there from 0.2% to
1.3%c, as shown in Figure 2 (where c is the chord length).
The thicker trailing edge allowed for improved manufacturing of the composite hydrofoils.
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aim of the present study is to obtain some preliminary experimental data of the vibration response and cavity dynamics of a stainless steel and two composite hydrofoils
with differing levels of material-induced bend-twist coupling for a range of cavitating conditions. The eventual
aim is to provide a high-quality data set useful for comparison/validation with the recent advances being made in the
analytical and computational modeling of this challenging
FSI problem involving unsteady multiphase flow.
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Figure 2: Half cross-section of the standard NACA 0009

and modified NACA 0009 hydrofoil geometry showing the
thickened trailing edge used for the present study.
Three hydrofoil models with two different materials have
been tested to investigate the effects of flexibility, one in
stainless steel (SS) as a nominally rigid reference, and two
in a composite material with significantly greater flexibility. The two composite hydrofoils were made from a
hybrid Glass fibre-epoxy (GFRP) and Carbon fibre-epoxy
(CFRP) construction. The CFRP provides stiffness, while
the GFRP improves the robustness of the hydrofoil for service. With the composite models two differing outer CFRP
orientations were used, one with fibers at +30◦ (CFRP +30)
and the other at -30◦ (CFRP -30) nominal fibre alignment

relative to the spanwise axis to give positive and negative
bend-twist coupling respectively. The two composite models were manufactured as carbon/glass-epoxy structures using a resin transfer moulding (RTM) process. Further details on the manufacturing process and material and structural properties etc are given by Zarruk et al (2014). As
shown in Figure 1, profiled plates are used to clamp the
model within a housing incorporating the mounting flange.
This particular mounting arrangement was chosen to enable manufacture of the CFRP models. As the fibers extend continuously though into the clamped mounting arrangement, an encastre structural boundary condition is
achieved.

length) indicating the transition to a shedding (cloud cavitation) instability. This change occurs once the maximum
cavity length has reached about 0.6c and occurs at a σ of
about 0.4 lower for the CFRP +30 than the CFRP -30. Data
was only acquired down to where shedding ceases with a
steady supercavity established at about σ = 0.25 once the
cavity had grown to a length of about 1.4c.

2.3 Experimental Techniques

Data was obtained for a range of cavitation numbers from
inception through till the transition from cloud to supercavitation for a fixed incidence of 6◦ and Reynolds number
(based on the mean chord length) of 8 × 105 . The cavitation number is defined as σ = 2(p−pv )/ρU 2 and Reynolds
number Re = U c̄/ν, where p is the static pressure at the
test section centreline, pv is the vapour pressure, ρ is the
water density, U is the test section velocity, c̄ is the mean
chord and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the water.
The models were mounted on a six-component force balance extending vertically into the flow through a 0.16 m diameter penetration on the tunnel ceiling at 0.7 m from the
test section entrance. The 0.16 m diameter penetration was
made fair (to 50 µm) using a disk mounted on the hydrofoil (see Figure 1) and therefore on the measurement side of
the force balance, with a nominal 0.5 mm radial clearance
to avoid interference with the force measurement. Of the
total load vector measured using the force balance, mean
and unsteady components of lift and drag, and lift spectra
are presented. Data were sampled at 300 Hz for durations
of 120 s.
High speed photography was recorded using a LaVision
HighSpeedStar8 camera with a Nikkor f/1.4 lens. The high
speed images were recorded at 3000 Hz and a total of 2048
images were recorded at each flow condition. A field of
view encompassing all of the hydrofoil planform was obtained with a spatial resolution of 1024 × 512 pixels.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Cavity Length

The time varying cavity length, at the mid-span position,
was obtained from the high-speed images via processing
within the Matlab environment. The cavity length variation as a function of σ for all three hydrofoils is shown
in Figure 3. The first difference to be observed is that inception occurs earlier (i.e. at a higher cavitation number,
and hence free stream static pressure), for the CFRP -30
hydrofoil than the SS and is delayed with the CFRP +30
at a lower σ than the SS hydrofoil. There is a difference
of ∆σ > 1 between the two composite hydrofoils. All
hydrofoils show a marked increase in length variation (i.e.
the difference between the maximum and minimum cavity

Figure 3: Cavity length versus cavitation number measured

at the mid-span position. The range of cavity length from
minimum to maximum, extracted from image analysis of
the high-speed photography, is shown at increments in cavitation number from inception (high σ), through the transition to the cloud cavitation instability (at Lc /c ≈ 0.6),
to the onset of a stable supercavity (at Lc /c ≈ 1.4). The
theoretical prediction from Equation 2 for both the flexible CFRP and a reference rigid case are shown as dashed
lines. The measured maximum cavity lengths agree well
with theory once the energetic shedding regime is established but theory over-predicts the shorter length stable attached cavities.
The variation in the theoretical cavity length (and natural
frequency) with cavitation number is presented for comparison, using the following expressions as given by Harwood et al (2016) and Young et al (2016), showing good
agreement with the mean trends;
2.67ψ + 96.62
Lc
= 3
c
ψ − 7.1ψ 2 + 49.42ψ + 0.961
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Where ψ is the dimensionless ratio, Lc is the cavity length,
αef f is the effective incidence, α is the geometric incidence, θtip is the tip twist angle measured at the elastic axis

with the nose-up direction as positive (the factor of 2/π
stems from the integration of the analytical twisting mode
shape for a rectangular hydrofoil) and Sc is the Strouhal
number based on the cavity-shedding frequency, fc , and
the hydrofoil chord, c (with κ = 0.22).

coefficient values for the non-cavitating/fully wetted (FW)
condition at the same Re and α. The mean lift is less sensitive than drag as cavitation develops. This is most prominent for the CFRP -30 hydrofoil, with the mean CL not
deviating from the non-cavitating value until well after the
transition to unsteady shedding has occurred. For both hydrofoils the mean lift initially increases marginally before
reducing substantially as cavity length increases. Drag increases upon inception through to the corresponding point
of maximum lift and then also reduces in line with the reducing lift but does not reach again the fully wetted drag
level. The results also show that the fluctuations in lift and
drag are generally much higher for the CFRP -30 hydrofoil
than for the CFRP +30.
3.3 Lift Spectra

Figure 4: Lift and Drag coefficient dependence on cavitation number. The unsteadiness in the resulting forces
(i.e. increased range between minimum and maximum) is
due to the presence of unsteady cavity shedding which increases in length with decrease in σ . Initially lift increases
marginally with the onset of cavitation eventually reducing
significantly with the onset of the most energetic shedding
and cavity length growth with reduction in σ. Drag follows a similar trend but is always greater under cavitating
conditions. The horizontal lines are the non-cavitating or
fully-wetted lift or drag coefficient values respectively.

The general trend is for the CFRP -30 cavity length to be
longer and CFRP +30 cavity length to be shorter than the
SS hydrofoil at any particular cavitation number. This difference is due to the material-induced bend-twist coupling
present resulting in an increased effective angle of incidence (αef f ) for CFRP -30 (with θtip > 0) giving an increased lift (as shown in Figure 4 in the following section)
and a consequent increase in cavity length. For the CFRP
+30 the opposite occurs, due to the different fibre orientation (with θtip < 0), where the material-induced bend-twist
coupling results in a reduced αef f with consequent reduction in both lift and cavity length.
3.2 Forces

The variation of force coefficients with cavitation number,
corresponding to the cavity length data given in Figure 3,
is shown in Figure 4. In addition to the mean forces, the
maximum and minimum limits are plotted for each data
point. The horizontal lines correspond to the measured lift

Power spectrograms (power spectral density) of the lift data
as a function of cavitation number are shown for the three
models in Figure 5. A theoretical prediction, based on reentrant jet physics, for the cavity shedding frequency (fc )
for each hydrofoil at its αef f (from Equations 4 & 3), is
included for comparison. For the SS, CRFP -30 and CFRP
+30 hydrofoils θtip was found to be 0◦ , 3.36◦ and -1.2◦ ,
respectively, for fully wetted conditions. The SS results
show a reasonable agreement with theory except for small
σ. The cavity shedding frequencies for the composite hydrofoils also follow the expected trend when the theoretical
result is corrected using the effective incidence taking into
account the twist (Equation 3). The dynamic behaviour of
the two composite hydrofoils significantly varies from the
rigid behaviour as the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) response is affected by the influence of the greater flexibility and the bend-twist coupling present. For the SS model
there is only small bending deflection and no measurable
twist (Zarruk et al, 2014), this combined with the favorable
comparison of the lift spectra and theoretical cavity shedding frequencies noted above, shows that the frequency response is due only to cavity dynamics.
For the two composite models, which share identical geometry and material, the bend-twist coupling is different
due to the differing fibre orientation of the outer CFRP layers used. See also Zarruk et al (2014) for the CFRP +30
hydrofoil measured tip deflection due to combined bending and twist, both of which were sizable. For the CFRP
-30 hydrofoil, there is lock-in evident between the cavity
shedding frequencies and the structural fundamental natural frequency (f1∗ ≈ 22Hz), its subharmonics and harmonics. The most energetic lock-in occurring at the first subharmonic frequency (f1∗ /2 ≈ 11Hz) for 0.45 < σ < 0.8.
This is the range of σ for which the most coherent (energetic) shedding occurs for all three hydrofoils. The CFRP
+30 hydrofoil also shows this energetic lock-in behaviour
but instead occurring at two distinct frequencies dependent
on cavitation number. For cavitation numbers from about
0.7 down to 0.55 lock-in occurs at a frequency of around
33 Hz (≈ 3f1∗ /2) that corresponds with that predicted by
theory based on αef f . At about σ = 0.55 a change occurs
with the lock-in frequency dropping instead to the subharmonic of the structural natural frequency (f1∗ /2 ≈ 10.5Hz)

in line with the CFRP-30 hydrofoil behaviour. As all three
hydrofoils display this same lock-in frequency at low σ,
this shows that the global shedding dynamics is dominant
over any FSI effect in determining the resultant structural
behaviour. The wetted first mode natural frequency for the
CFRP +30 hydrofoil was estimated at 28 Hz from an inair impact measurement with added mass correction as described in Zarruk et al (2014). This compares well with
the present data, given that the presence of a cavity modifies the hydrofoil added mass and consequently the natural
frequency (Akcabay et al, 2014).

3.4 Qualitative Discussion of the Cavity Dynamics

Due to the relatively short duration of the high-speed
movies acquired in the present study, a precise quantitative
analysis of the cavity dynamics from the images cannot be
made. Some useful qualitative information can however be
observed. An overview of a typical shedding cycle for the
three hydrofoils is shown in Figures 6 to 8 for σ = 0.6. As
shown in Figure 3, the CFRP -30 has a longer cavity, and
the CFRP +30 a shorter cavity than the nominally rigid SS
hydrofoil, attributable to the effect of the bend-twist coupling present in the composite models as discussed in section 1.3.
From observation of the high-speed movies the mechanism
of cavity shedding involves both re-entrant jet and shockwave phenomena (Ganesh et al 2016) modulated by deformations in the case of the composite hydrofoils. As discussed in the previous section, there was a distinct difference in the FSI response in the lift spectra of the three hydrofoils. A corresponding difference can also be observed
in the cavity shedding frequencies apparent from the highspeed photography. Due to lock-in, cavity shedding frequencies nominally correspond with those in the spectrograms at σ = 0.6 discussed above although cavity extent
and physics vary due to the differences in steady and unsteady deformations. For the SS hydrofoil the cavity extends full span although shedding is confined to about the
first three quarters with spanwise re-entrant flow at the tip
stabilising the cavity in this region. The shedding mechanism is due to both re-entrant jet and shockwave phenomena which is discussed in greater detail below. Cavity shedding is very 3-dimensional with significant spanwise components in both the growth and collapse phases. For the
CFRP -30 hydrofoil the cavity also extends full span due to
local incidence increase with the positive bend-twist coupling. The cavity is somewhat stabilised by the spanwise
re-entrant flow at the tip but due to greater cavity length the
spanwise extent of shedding is slightly greater than for the
SS hydrofoil. Again both shedding mechanisms are apparent. For the CFRP +30 hydrofoil the negative bend-twist
coupling limits cavity extent to about three quarters of the
span. The cavity length at about three quarter span is seen
to grow and increase with spanwise tip excursions such that
the cycle of cavity growth and contraction is driven by the
deformation and not re-entrant jet or shockwave mechanisms. The region over which shedding physics was driven
by these mechanisms is limited to about half span.

Figure 5: Lift Power spectrogram for the Stainless Steel

(top), CFRP -30 (middle) and CFRP +30 (bottom) hydrofoils illustrating the frequency content for the range of cavitating conditions. The solid black line on each plot is the
theoretical cavity shedding frequency (Equation 4) at the
respective αef f for each hydrofoil. The green solid line
added to the two composite hydrofoil plots is the theoretical line for the rigid SS hydrofoil (i.e. with αef f = α) for
comparison.

An estimate of the cavity shedding frequency can be determined from the space-time plots shown in Figures 9 and 10.
These plots were compiled from a row of pixels extracted
at one- and three-quarter span (0.25s and 0.75s) positions
with time progressing from top to bottom. The 0.25s location is where there is minimal deformation of the composite hydrofoils and the 0.75s is near the tip where deformations are significant for the CFRP hydrofoils. The trailing
edge locus of a growing cavity is identified by a distinct
line with a negative slope (i.e. sloping downwards from
left to right) whilst a collapsing cavity, due to the passage
of a re-entrant jet or condensation shockwave traveling up-

Figure 6: Image sequence of one shedding cycle for the composite hydrofoil with the nominal -30◦ fibre alignment showing

cavity growth modulated by hydrofoil deformation (σ = 0.6 & α = 6◦ ).

Figure 7: Image sequence of one shedding cycle for the stainless steel hydrofoil showing cavity growth for a nominally
rigid hydrofoil (σ = 0.6 & α = 6◦ ).

Figure 8: Image sequence of one shedding cycle for the composite hydrofoil with the nominal +30◦ fibre alignment show-

ing cavity growth modulated by hydrofoil deformation (σ = 0.6 & α = 6◦ ).
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SS

CFRP +30◦

Figure 9: Space time plots for the 3 hydrofoils showing cavity dynamics modulated by hydrofoil deformation (σ = 0.6 &
α = 6◦ ). The line of pixels were extracted at the 0.25s location along the span and time progresses from top to bottom.
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Figure 10: Space time plots for the 3 hydrofoils showing cavity dynamics modulated by hydrofoil deformation (σ = 0.6

& α = 6◦ ). The line of pixels were extracted at the 0.75s location along the span and time progresses from top to bottom.

stream are shown as lines with a positive slope. The difference in shedding frequency, cavity extent and periodicity
are clearly evident from these plots. For all the hydrofoils
it can be seen that frequencies are greater near the tip than
towards the root due to cavity lengths being shorter towards
the tip. The presence of lines with positive and negative
slopes on the plots for all hydrofoils at the 0.25s position
show that cavity dynamics dominate the shedding, as there
is little deformation here, as discussed above. These lines
are also apparent for the SS and CFRP -30 at the 0.75s position but not for the CFRP +30 where the cavity grows and
contracts with tip spanwise excursions.
Manually counting the large-scale shedding events from
the space-time plots for each of the three hydrofoils gives
approximate (due to the limited data length) cavity shedding frequencies of 13, 25 and 35 Hz respectively for the
CFRP -30, SS & CFRP +30 hydrofoils. This compares reasonably with the dominant frequencies from the lift spectra
of 11, 23 & 33 Hz at σ = 0.6. There is also more than
one frequency of shedding present, most clearly observed
in the CFRP -30 space-time plot, but also apparent in the
SS result. The CFRP +30 shedding in contrast is quite regular and confined to a single distinct structure at the 0.75s
location examined (see also Figure 8).
CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary results have been obtained for the influence of
bend-twist coupling on the dynamic response of cavitating
hydrofoils. Results of a nominally rigid stainless steel hydrofoil have been compared with two composite hydrofoils
with low flexural stiffness and positive and negative bendtwist coupling.
Cavitation inception occurs at a higher cavitation number for the composite hydrofoil with the positive bendtwist coupling compared with the stainless steel hydrofoil. Whereas it occurs at a lower cavitation number for
the composite hydrofoil with the negative bend-twist coupling. This is due to increasing and decreasing incidences
for the positive and negative bend-twist coupling relative
to the stainless steel hydrofoil respectively. Mean cavity
lengths on the composite hydrofoils are similarly affected
by the positive and negative bend-twist coupling affects.
Cavity lengths are increased or decreased relative to the
rigid stainless steel hydrofoil respectively.
Beyond inception cavity shedding frequencies on the rigid
stainless steel hydrofoil follow reasonably well those predicted from linear inviscid theory based on re-entrant jet
physics. Shedding frequencies for the composite hydrofoil with the positive bend-twist coupling (CFRP -30) initially follow those predicted by theory with allowance for
mean incidence increase due to the bend-twist coupling effect. With reduction in cavitation number, this hydrofoil
undergoes lock-in at a frequency of about half of the first
mode (bending). For the composite hydrofoil with the negative bend-twist coupling (CFRP +30), it undergoes lock-in
at a frequency of about 1.5 times the first mode (bending)
that corresponds with that predicted by the theory with allowance for mean incidence increase due to the bend-twist

coupling effect. However with further reduction of the cavitation number this higher mode is no longer excited and
is instead replaced by lock-in at the same frequency (f1∗ /2)
as the hydrofoil with the positive bend-twist coupling. Both
of these frequencies match that of the rigid hydrofoil at low
cavitation numbers. This shows that ultimately, cavity dynamics dominate the FSI response with lock-in occurring
for all three hydrofoils at the rigid shedding frequency that
develops at the hydrofoil root where deformations are always small.
Once lock-in has occurred at low cavitation numbers cavity shedding physics are seen to depend on mean and unsteady deformations. For the composite hydrofoil with the
positive bend-twist coupling cavity lengths are sufficiently
long that re-entrant jet and shockwave mechanisms affect
cavity shedding over at least three quarters of the span. For
the hydrofoil with the negative bend-twist coupling shedding via these mechanisms only extended to about half the
span beyond which cavities where too short for these mechanisms to develop. Smaller cavities at about three quarter
span where seen to grow and contract driven by spanwise
tip deformation.
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DISCUSSION

Question from Serkan Turkmen
Did vortex shedding frequency effect the lift that the foil
generated? If the foil vibrates at the shedding frequency it
might improve the hydrodynamic performance. Sure, that
can be also dangerous in terms of the structural failure.
Author’s closure As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the amplitude of the lift fluctuations changes with the cavity shedding frequency. The results in Fig. 5 also show that the lift
power spectrum intensifies when the cavity shedding frequency matches with the subharmonic of the fundamental
natural frequency in water. Excessive flow-induced vibrations and load fluctuations can lead to accelerated fatigue
and noise issues, and hence should be avoided for most hydrodynamic propulsive surfaces.

